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Remote Controls
Wireless controls on the wall at both ends of
the staircase allow the stairlift to be moved to
where it is needed. You can even send laundry
or groceries on the chair.

Armrests
Sturdy armrests are provided to help ease you
comfortably in and out of
the chair. The armrests
fold up when not in use.

The Stannah 420 is
quiet, slim in profile
and smooth riding.
We utilize the
most advanced
technology to
provide quick, clean
installation and
reliable performance.
Operation of the Stannah
420 couldn’t be easier. A
light touch on the joystick
moves the stairlift up or
down the stairs. At the top
of the stairs the chair
swivels for ease of exit.
Remote controls are provided to enable you to call
the stairlift to you, or send
it to someone at the opposite end of the stairs.

Directional Controls
Mounted on either arm of the
chair, the low-pressure joystick will
operate the stairlift in the required
direction of travel. For safety the
chair will only move while the
joystick is pushed.

Swivel Levers
Swivel levers on either side
allow the seat to be turned
to face onto the top landing
for safety. (Optional powered
swivel available).

Stannah and safety have
always been synonymous.
Every Stannah stairlift has
a braking device and seat
belt as standard equipment. Battery operation,
complete with a continous
charge system, keeps
your stairlift fully ready for
use even in the event of a
power failure. For safety
and real convenience, the
armrest and footrest are
linked. Raise the armrest
and the footrest folds up
so you don’t need to bend
down to the floor to fold
up the unit. That’s very
important at the top of the
stairs.

Rail
The stairlift travels along a
narrow rail which encloses the
mechanism. The rail stands on
legs which attach to the stair
treads, not the wall.

Seat belt
A lap-belt is fitted as standard.
Other styles are available.

Safety Edges
Five sensitive safety edges
immediately stop the stairlift
if it meets an obstruction.

Designed for safety and
easy use, and built for
your comfort, the Stannah
420 will blend beautifully
into your home.

Arm-to-Footrest Link
Raise the armrest and
the footrest folds up
simultaneously.

It’s just the lift you need.

Batteries
Folding Seat
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The seat, armrests
and footrest fold up
to leave the
staircase clear for
walking.

Two standard 12 volt batteries
allow the stairlift to operate in
the event of a power outage.
They also give a smooth, quiet
ride. Recharging is automatic
and continuous.

Key Switch
A key switch may be used
to turn off the stairlift if, for
instance, young children
are around.
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The Stannah 420 swivels to face onto the top landing,
putting the user in the safest position for getting into
and out of the chair.
Contact

®

BS EN ISO 9002: 1994
APPROVED BY BVQI

NATIONAL
ACCREDITATION
OF CERTIFICATION
BODIES

Design, manufacture and installation: Stannah
model 420 and components have been tested
and approved to BS 5776 1996, CSA, TUV, DLI,
EU Type Approval to Machinery Directive
98/37/EC. Low voltage Directive 73/23/EEC
and EMC Directive 89/336/EEC. Conforms to or
exceeds ASME standards in the USA.

Our company policy is one of continuing product
improvement. We therefore reserve the right to
alter the specifications and to change and
improve the design at any time. Full operating
instructions are supplied for all products.
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Visit our website at www.stannah.com

